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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

on 
Friday, January 16, 1959. The Board met in the Board Raom at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman
Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepardson

the
'ueral Reserve Banks of New York, Minneapolis, and Kansas City

Mr. Sherman, Secretary
Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Thomas, Economic Adviser to the Board
Mr. Young, Director, Division of Research

and Statistics
Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Masters, Director, Division of Examinations
Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank

Operations
Mr. Shay, Legislative Counsel
Mr. Robinson, Adviser, Division of Research

and Statistics
Mr. Koch, Associate Adviser, Division of

Research and Statistics
Mr. Sammons, Associate Adviser, Division of

International Finance
Mr. Solomon, Assistant General 'Counsel
Mr. Benner, Assistant Director, Division of

Examinations
Conkling, Assistant Director, Division of
Bank Operations

Mr. Daniels, Assistant Director, Division of
Bank Operations

Mr. Hill, Assistant to the Secretary
Mr. Eckert, Chief, Banking Section, Division of

Research and Statistics
Mr. Raid, Economist, Division of Research and

Statistics
Mr. Fisher, Economist, Division of Research and

Statistics

Discount rates. Unanimous approval was given to telegrams to

aPPro
Iring the establishment without change by those Banks on January 15,

1959,
of the rates on discounts and advances in their existing schedules.
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Items circulated to the Board. The following items, which

had been circulated to the Board and copies of which are attached

to these minutes under the respective numbers indicated, were approved 

unanimously:

Item No.

lietter
1to the Central Trust Capital Bank, Harrisburg,Tinsylvanial granting an extension of time within

Zlch to establish a branch in the Colonial Park
lig Center. (For transmittal through the Fed-

erd-L Reserve Bank of Philadelphia)

'Jetta. to the Monroe City Bank, Monroe City, Missouri, 2
:13?rov1ng an investment in bank premises. (For trans-

through the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis)

.4,estter to The Stone Fort National Bank of Nacogdoches, 3
;lcogdoches„ Texas, approving its application for fidu-t,4/7 powers. (For transmittal through the Federal-,8erve Bank of Dallas)

1!tter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City approv-e total expenditure in connection with the Omahaanch building program.

11..r. Daniels then withdrew from the meeting.

22:22osed nursing home and land development mortgage insurance 

Z2gram
Pursuant to the discussion at the meeting on January 14,

1959,
a revised draft of letter to the Bureau of the Budget regarding

Pl'°P°sed legislation which would provide mortgage insurance for nursing
homes

and neighborhood development programs had been distributed to
the Board.

After some discussion as to how far the Board should go in

cluesti°fling the desirability of the neighborhood development proposal,
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t was 2.-4r2.21 to distribute for the Board's consideration another

revised draft which would reflect suggestions made by Governor Mills.

With respect to the program for insuring mortgages on nursing

hollles, it was suggested that the new draft might go somewhat further

than the present one in questioning the desirability of the discre-

tionarY authorities that would be given to the Commissioner of the

Federal Housing Administration to regulate charges, methods of operation,

caPital structure, and rate of return on insured nursing homes,

Particularly since the proposed legislation would direct the Commissioner,

administering the program, to consult with and ask the advice and

l'ec°111mendation5 of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

In t his connection, Governor Mills commented that the reason for

requesting the Board's advice on the proposed legislation presumably

Ilae because of its competence in the financial field. He expressed

d°11ht whether, in such circumstances, it would be advisable for the

B°4rd to take a position with respect to the administration of such a

Program, especially when it had not had the benefit of hearing the

ProPonents of the measure.

Mr. Molony, Special Assistant to the Board, joined the meeting

clUring the foregoing discussion.

11:_aXimum interest rates on time deposits. Following receipt
Of a

-memorandum from a member bank suggesting liberalization of maximum
interest rates on time deposits under Regulation Q, the Federal Reserve
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Bank of New York last fall recommended to the Board establishment of

ilnirorm maximum rate of 3 per cent for time deposits having a maturity

Of 90 days or more. The New York Bank also suggested the need for an

extensive staff study of the principles which should govern the estab-

lishment of the maximum rates payable on time and savings deposits.

Such a stud—y had now been completed by the Board's staff and copies

had been 
distributed to the members of the Board with a memorandum

from Mr. Young dated November lit, 1958.

After referring, by way of background, to the legal basis

°11 Regulation Q contained in section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act,

which was added by the Banking Act of 1933 and amended by the Banking

Act °I 1935, the staff memorandum pointed out that since the Regula-

tion ,
"as first issued in 1933, there had been only two substantive

rate chan ges--a reduction in 1935 and an increase in 1957. Using

legislative intent as a guide to policy, it appeared that a leading

17t1113°8e of the limitation of interest paid on saving and time deposits

1448 to prevent banks from competing for deposits with such aggressive-

as to lead to unsound banking. The shifting of funds from country
baliks to .1.\4

city banks in the form of interbank deposits also appeared

t° have been a matter of special concern. However, a number of new

eccnomic factors had emerged since Regulation Q was originally issued.
Pox,

elcall1P10, with the payment of interest on demand deposits prohibited,

4 rate
of interest on time and savings deposits considered attractive
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by baj customers tended to provide an incentive to shift deposits

in excess of current needs from one classification to the other. Also,

c°111111ercial banks were now competing more keenly for savings deposits

'with other types of financial institutions, mainly savings and loan

asso
ciations. As to regulatory philosophy, the memorandum suggested

that 
the economic circumstance lying back of the Regulation was roughly

48 f°11°Ifs: Interest rates paid by commercial banks and dividend rates

Paid by individual mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations

trequent4 go unchanged for long periods of time as the result of a
traditio, _

nal preference of savings institutions for reasonable stability

their interest rates. However, since savings institutions much

Prefer raising rates to lowering them, the underlying philosophy of

regillation might be said to be that commercial bank rates must be

ted
This general background, it was noted, left considerable

latitud
-or the determination of a regulatory philosophy and indicated

that 
the System had three basic concerns with respect to commercial

Participation in the time and savings deposit business: (1) how
ear c

bank

omnraercial banks should be permitted to go in competing for permanent
°r

--'"-L-permanent savings funds, (2) how an interest rate limitation,
alithori

lzcd by statute, could be made to keep in step with relevant

I/larket rates so that flexible administration of maximum interest rates
kieht effectively 

confine the commercial bank savings function to
irldbriA

savings for limited or intermediate-term objectives, and

(3) the Problem of competition between a portion of the time deposit
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business of commercial banks and liquid money market obligations.

Assuming that the savings and time deposit function was accepted

48 a legitimate phase of commercial banking activity, there would still

he 
alternative underlying philosophies with respect to the administration

Of the interest rate maxima. One alternative would be to regard

ileglaation Q as a general structural regulation aimed only at curbing

the excessive zeal of commercial banks in their competitive efforts.

It this Philosophy prevailed, the permissible maxima would be adjusted

rather 
rarely and never in response merely to boom-time economic

e°nditions,when banks, because of attractive interest rates, might be

tempted to compete for semi-permanent or permanent savings funds. The

rates established would, in effect, be aimed at the levels a

r‘eas onabl--4Y well-managed bank could afford to pay, and such a regulation

14.°111c1 have little influence or significance in relation to monetary

PcIlicY. As a second alternative, Regulation Q might be viewed as a

Pr°d to make banks do what their individunl managerial prudence should

Iliduce them to do under changed monetary conditions. Under this

PhI1°8°PhY of regulation, banks would be obliged to adapt themselves
to changes 

in the permissible rate structure and level. This would
terld to

Protect smaller, less aggressive banks against their own

indecision induced by fear of competitors' actions. As a third

alternative., the Regulation could be viewed as more than a bank super-

1718°rY inst rument and as a supplement to monetary policy. Under such

P41°8°PhY, the Regulation would be administered with the purpose of
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influencing the interest rate structure and preventing shifts between
the 

active and inactive money supply components tending to work against

Prevailing monetary policy.

The method of implementing regulatory policy would differ

according to the several philosophical approaches. If regulation of

rates of interest paid on time and savings deposits were viewed as a

general supervisory safeguard, very broad considerations would govern

the S• etting of permissible rates and bank supervisory attitudes would

"ercise considerable influence. Evidence that unsafe and unsound

ectriPetitive practices were developing might be the single most important

nide to 
action. In many ways, it was noted, this could be viewed as

the P• hil°s0PhY that had prevailed thus far in administering 'Regulation
Q. 

If a cycle-conforming philosophy were followed, more frequent and

Closer a
djustment to changing levels of interest rates would be needed.

1.111e dePoeits„ because of their more volatile nature, would require

ITI°re frequent scrutiny than savings deposits, the fulcrum of the time

deposit rate

six 
months,schedule might be the rate for maturities of 90 days to

and the comparative rate most closely followed might be
the 

rat on Treasury bills. Thus, the rate set on 90-day to six-month
time ,

'ePoeits might be determined by using a formula based on an

"erage of the Treasury bill yield for some preceding period. On the

°Ile h• and, a formula approach would relieve the Board of considering

rl'eglient discretionary changes in Regulation Qp but on the other hand
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the use of a formula would result in changes that lagged somewhat after

the 
fact. L, The rate on under-90-day deposits presumably should be

relatively low, on the theory that competition for them probably should

not be encouraged; and the "over-six-month" rate probably could be

determined by a formula related to shorter-term time deposit rates,

the Treasury bill rate, or some other criterion. The maximum rate on

savings deposits, which would not need to be changed so frequently,

might be related to a guide such as the prevailing rate on conventional

111°1'tgages and presumably should not be higher than the United States

eavings bond rate.

In conclusion, the memorandum suggested that Regulation Q was

not 11611 suited for use as a monetary policy supplement; that maximum

rat", if changes were relatively infrequent, should be set at a level

'which would allow banks latitude for changing their individvA1 rates

both up and down but at the same time not encourage unsound banking

Practices,
and that, if Regulation Q were kept in somewhat Closer

touch 
with the market, particularly in the 90-day to six-month time

deposit ca
tegory, the Board must either consider amendments repeatedly

f°11014 same formula approach. The use of a formula would facilitate

aciaPtati°r1 of the ceiling rate to market rates, but it would result in

a 14 behind the market in periods of rapid change. In addition, the

r°1111111a aPProach might be considered too radical a departure from the

PrineiPle of discretionary monetary administration.

Following preliminary comments by Mr. Young, Mr. Eckert

rePort
ed on recent time deposit trends, Mr. Hald reviewed the legal
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basis
for the regulation of maximum interest rates and discussed

the development of the time deposit function, and Mr. Robinson com-

mented on alternative approaches to regulatory policy, including the

Possibility of a formula approach.

In his comments, Mr. Eckert traced the relative growth of

tirtle deposits in commercial banks, deposits in mutual savings banks,

and share accounts in savings and loan associations prior to the 1957

anlendment of Regulation Q and more recently, including the trends in

savings and other time deposits during the year 1958. From available

inf°rmation it appeared that savings deposits continued to increase

in the last part of 1958, while in New York City foreign and other time

deposits declined somewhat during most of the third and fourth quarters.
Towa„

41,1 the end of the year there was some rebound, and at the end of
1958 

foreign time deposits at New York City banks were substantially

above year-ago levels. Because of tax exemptions, it appeared that

Ne14 *York City banks could retain foreign time deposits if the rate

TifeasurY bills was not more than one-half per cent higher. This

was not true in the case of domestic time deposits, which tended to

sZPlain why the New York City banks had not been able to hold them
t° the same extent. If there should be any appreciable rise in Treasury
bill

rates, the problem of the New York City banks apparently could

become 
acute very quickly.

14r. Eckert concluded with the observation that the smaller bank
was

ess likely to be paying ceiling rates at the present time than
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the 1„
—ge city bank, and that the rate structure for time certificates

°f deposit was higher than that on savings accounts.

Hald pointed out in the course of his comments that the

gr°wth in time deposits recently had made it somewhat difficult to
asso—

monetary policy in terms of demand deposits and currency.

With respect to competition, he noted that commercial banks holding
certai

n tYPes of time deposits were faced with strong competition from
the _

s available on Treasury bills. Ideally, one might be tempted to

41‘gue that
commercial banks should not hold either very short-term funds

or
-umanent savings, but it must be recognized that commercial banks

had been in the savings account business for some time and in some sec-

Of the country were the principal institutions available for
savine

tions

In supplementing Mr. Haldts remarks about possible alternative

l'sgulato
ry philosophies, Mr. Robinson referred to the tendency of

el)rnIllertial banks to fail to reduce interest rates on savings and other

dePosits in periods of change in the general interest rate structure.

slIggested that if the Board had been following a more meticulous

the°1'Y °I* regulation, changes in the maximum rates at least once each
Year 

since 1952 might have been indicated. In discussing possible

°Peratine Procedures under a formula approach, along with advantages
arid 

disad
vantages in the use of a formula) he suggested that application

°I* the for technique to this one regulatory area might be something
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like having a small tail wagging a big dog and that there might be

efforts to escape from such regulation into other areas whenever it

seemed advantageous to do so.

The possibility of relating a formula to the Federal Reserve
Bank 

discount rate rather than the Treasury bill rate was discussed

brieflY, following which Governor Balderston raised the question

'whether 44.
made a substantial difference from the standpoint of the

national economy if funds were held in Treasury bills or in the form

Of time deposits at New York City banks. He also inquired whether the

Board was not in effect faced with the question of doing something for

Per'8°ne having small savings balances if it took action which would aid
the 

large banks in retaining their time deposits.

With respect to Governor Balderston's first question, Mr. Koch

sugges ted that if the distribution of foreign money continued to follow

the general pattern of the past, the situation was not unduly complicated;
howsv__,

if a formula were established and time deposit rates were

changed frequently, it was conceivable that foreign money would tend
to flow more heavily into the New York banks than into Treasury bills.

Ileide from the fact that an attribute of the domestic Govenailent secur-
ities 

market is a strong nonbank bill market, it is much easier from
the point of

view of managing the money market to have foreign money go

through a Federal Reserve Bank into Treasury bills.

With reference to Governor Balderston's second question, it was

lIggesteri, that, although adoption of a formula might assist the large
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banks in retaining time deposits, the Board would not be precluded from

administering the maximum rate on savings accounts in whatever manner

t deemed most appropriate in the light of prevailing conditions.

Chairman Martin then inquired whether any Board member had

Strong
convictions on the subject, and Governor Hills stated that he

did not care to comment in detail unless there was a disposition to

depart from the status quo. He would favor continuing to regard the

B°al'dis responsibility under the statute as one within the area of

bank supervision which did not call for the injection of monetary

11°147 Considerations

Governor Robertson concurred. His reasoning, he said, was in

line with the view expressed in the staff memorandum that Regulation Q

1448 not well suited for use as a supplement to monetary policy and that

raa.zbn— .
,w1 interest rates should not be fixed so high as to encourage

unsoUnd banking practices.

Question was raised whether it would be desirable to send

c°Pies of the staff memorandum, including the correspondence with the

?ecleral-- Reserve Bank of New York, to the Presidents of the Federal
Reserv

e maks for their information and any comments they might wish
to rank

and it was agreed that this should be done.

In this connection Chairman Martin observed that President Hayes
had .e,een

a copy
a Ne

14 York staff member of the System Research Advisory Committee, and

of the staff memorandum, presumably furnished to him by
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that, in 
the opinion of Mr. Hayes, it fulfilled the need for a

conlprehensive study of this subject.

The procedure to be followed in distributing the staff

and the fact that President Hayes had already seen a copy

suggested to the Board that it was not necessary to reply formally
to the

correspondence from the New York Reserve Bank with regard to

the suggestion for a revision in the current schedule of maximum rates
cn time deposits.

At the suggestion of Governor Balderston, it was understood 

that 41.._
uue Division of International Finance would prepare a memorandum

tor the Boa__
ra ts information on the relationship of short-term Govern-

Itiellt securities and time deposits in the London market.

Invitation to testify on housing legislation (Item No. 5)

Chairlillan Martin referred to a letter from Chairman Sparkman of the

SlIbemimittee on Housing of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee

clated January 14, 1959, inquiring whether the Board would wish to provide

teatinl°11Y at the hearings on housing legislation scheduled to begin on

44114/7 22.

After a brief discussion, agreement was expressed with Chairman

Ivlartin!8 view that it would be advisable to respond in terms that it
se

doubtful whether the Board would have anything specific to offer
at this .

time relative to housing legislation. A copy of the reply sent
bY Ohm-

-"an Martin to Senator Sparkman pursuant to this understanding
iS 

attached as It No. 5.
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g_l ect of interest rate level on State and local government 

119111-11- 2.. Chairman Martin said that he had been in receipt of

several inquiries as to whether the Board, in testifying on the

131'68i-dent's Economic Report, intended to deal with the extent to

hich it appeared that State and local government bond issues pre-

111°1181Y deferred because of high interest rates had came to market

ill 1958 when such rates were more favorable.

A discussion resulted in agreement with the suggestion that,
for

these hearings and other purposes, it would be desirable to request

the Federal Reserve Banks to contact borrowers in their respective

districts with a view to obtaining information on specific issues.

All of the members of the staff then withdrew and the Board

went in to executive session.

21-111A/14Lst_IllimIt.,. Governor Shepardson later informed the

SeeretarY that in executive session the Board, after considering a

from Mr. Marget dated January 12, 1959, authorized him to

aceePt an invitation from the President of the International Economic

488(3ciation to participate in a Round Table on Inflation to be held
in n.

--nftark ininSeptember of this year, with the understanding that

addition to the eight days of the meetings in Denmark he woad be

allowed. up to two weeks to visit the Central Banks of Sweden and

143tIlaY3 and perhaps the Bank of England. Mr. Margetts travel was
authorized

on the basis of actual necessary transportation expenses

Plus Per diem in lieu of subsistence at the rates stipulated in the
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Standardized Government Travel Regulations.

Salary of Mr. Rouse. The Chairman also reported that during

the executive session the Board discussed a letter dated December 19,

1958' from Mr. Hayes, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

e°neerning the action taken by the Board in approving a salary for Mr.

11°uae for the calendar year 1959 as indicated in the Board's letter of

December 12, 1958. During this discussion, it was noted that Mr. Hayes

aPParently had some misunderstanding of the procedure contemplated at

the time the Salary Administration Plan for officers of Federal Reserve

Bealks was adopted in 1953, in that his letter indicated a belief that

Under this plan the matter of individual salaries of officers would be

lert verY largely to the directors of the Federal Reserve Bank concerned,

reservinZ to the Board of Governors general control over such aspects

48 the
aggregate of salaries and the increases therein. It was pointed

oUt that the Board's letter of February 20, 1953 to the Chairmen and

ipesidents of the Federal Reserve Banks regarding the Salary Adminis-

"I
trati__

L Plan stated expressly that "The Board of Governors would

e°11tinue to exercise the power to approve or disapprove in its

4iseretion each individual lary proposal." The Secretary's Office

1°18 'also informed that the Board concluded that no reply would be sent
to mr.

HaYes' letter of December 19.

The meeting then adjourned.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Item No. 1
1/16/59

FFICiAL CORREOPONDIENCE

TO /HE BOARD

January 16, 1959.

20ard of Directors,
CentrAl Trust Capital Wilk,Harrisburg, Pennsylvania*
Gentl,mtin t

ederal ft,!tirs"aht to your request submitted through the

. w 
Federat,- ,f an)rve Hank of Philadelphia, the Board of Governors,ie l Res erve System extends until December 23, 1959,pe.tel time within which Central Trust Capital Bal&, Harrisburg,

ShZirlvallia, may establish a branch in the Colonial Park
colglig Center, Jonestown Road and Colonial Road, Dauphin
th Pennsylvania, under the authorization contained in

Doard's lettr dated December 23, 1957.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

K.-uneth A. Kenyon,
A!.41ntant SecretAry.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, O. C.

Board of Directors,
Monroe City Bank,
Monroe City, Missouri.
Ge
ntlemen:

Item No. 2
1/16/59

AODRE8S OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE SOAR°

January 16, 1959.

Psdc Pursuant to your request submitted through the
pro,ral Reserve Bank of St. Louis, the Board of Governors ap-

pr;ile.erve
Proves

Undertalit he provisions of Section 24A of the Federal

additional investment of $610000 in bank
illises bY Monroe City Bank, Monroe City, Missouri.

in 
accord 

It is understood that depreciation will be takenccord _
ance with Federal income tax allowables.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Board of 
Directors,The Stone Fort National Bank of Nacogdoches,Nacogdoches 

Texas.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 3
1/16/59

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

January 16, 1959.

has The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
given consideration to your application for fiduciaryPowersvent4 and grants you authority to act, when not in contra-

re 'Lein of State or local law, as trustee, executor, administrator,
14istrar of stocks and bonds, guardian of estates, assignee,
fictelver, committee of estates of lunatics, or in any other
ot1,11ciarY capacity in which State banks, trust companies, orbar corporations which come into competition with national
the ::re permitted to act under the laws of the State of Texas,
of Q--ercise of all such rights to be subject to the provisions
theotion 11(k) of the Federal Reserve Act and Regulation F of

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

which mh A formal certificate indicating the fiduciary powers
t e Stone Fort National Bank of Nacogdoches is nowauthor Stone 

to 
exercise will be forwarded to you in due course.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

genneth Kenyon,
Assista .;ecretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORScv401„,
OF THE

0'4 FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

'*,:kottg01
444 4***

Item No. 4
1/16/59

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORREBPONOENCE

TO THE BOARD

January 16, 1959.

lir. H. G. Leedy, President,
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City,
Kansas City 6, Missouri.

Dear Mr. Leedy:

conce 
This refers to your letter of December 23, 1958,

of rning the total cost of the addition to and alterations
the Omaha Branch building.

bui It is noted that the total amount expended on the
2.ding pro gram was $2 017,751.591 which exceeded the amount

-4410rized in the Board's telegram of October 22, 1954, byig42,368.59.
It is also noted that this overexpenditure

te81,11ted very largely because the costs of vault and cafe-
w:4-4 equipment ($98,077) and of change orders ($108,009)

not included in the general contract, and because no
dat"anoe for contingencies was provided for in the bidalla, on which the Board's authorization was based, although
0;4' of these items are normally included in authorizations

building programs by the Board.

tCrtn In the circumstances, the Board approves the
expenditure indicated in the preceding paragraph.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE Item No. 5

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 1/16/59
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

January 16, 1959.

The Honorable John Sparkman,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Housing,
Senate Banking and Currency Committee,W
ashington 25, D. C.

Dear Senator:

Your letter of January 14 announced the
beginning of hearings on housing legislation on
!January 22 and inquired whether the Board would wish
to provide testimony at the hearings.

it While we appreciate receiving your letter,
uuld seem doubtful that we have anything specifictooffer at this time relating to housing legislation.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.

Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.
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